COMPANY PROFILE
NAVAL EQUIPMENTS & SERVICES was established in 2006 having as main
activity the production of equipment for the shipping industry and providing services
with two subsidiaries Galati and Giurgiu.
Through diversification of the activity, relationships with business partners
were expanded, coming to cooperation with shipyards, shipping companies and
other companies from Romania and Europe. Among our important partners counts
SHIPYARD ATG Giurgiu, Aker Yards, STX OSV, VARD, NAVROM SHIPYARDS,
CFT FRANCE (COMPAGNIE FLUVIALE de TRANSPORT), MARITIMA FRANCE,
etc. Also we work with several companies that operate in civil engineering and
machine building.
We are able to satisfy the most various technological requirements and with
the human support of a skilled personnel, NAVAL EQUIPMENTS & SERVICES
proves the capability of the company to continuously improve the quality and
diversity of his products for his partners, companies belonging both to E.U. and
Romanian markets.
Further to continuous endeavors to better match the market demands, NAVAL
EQUIPMENTS & SERVICES has successfully assimilated and delivered, under
competitive conditions regarding price and quality, the products requested by its
clients.
Company’s current production range includes:


Winches
 Inland winches with electric, hydraulic, electro-hydraulic or DIESEL operation
 Seagoing winches, with electric, hydraulic, electro-hydraulic or DIESEL
operation
 Manual coupling winches of CPW type













Capstans
Rudders
Chain & Chain stoppers
Rollers fairleads
Bollards
Chocks
Filters
Anchor shackles
Anchors
Hatch covers
Cable trays

Also our company can offer you at very atractive prices hollow wire NES HX-E501T-1
according to AWS E71T-1 1.2 mm and welding electrodes AWS E7018 and AWS E-6013

The above profile description is being an extract from the company’s offer, related to
the products that are currently manufactured based on our major, regular clients
orders.
NAVAL EQUIPMENTS & SERVICES has the full capability and availability to
respond also to various other particular requests, based on customer’s projects,
within the following application range:
o metallic structures
o mechanical engineering works
Quality Management and Inspection
Our company has an ISO 9001:2008 certification since the year 2008 and our
products are certified and accepted by the main Classification societies, such as:
Bureau Veritas, Lloyd's Register of Shipping, Germanischer Lloyd, American Bureau
of Shipping, etc.
NAVAL EQUIPMENTS & SERVICES has the necessary logistics to provide the
good operation and maintenance of his own equipment and machine tools and to
perform various kind of tests to the goods ordered by the costumers in order to
assure the full compliance with the clients quality requirements.
Sincerely yours,
Razvan Adumitroaiei
Manager

